






peril the liberties of Greece rather than march against the Per

sians during the days set apart for the Olympic games. From
the popular favor of these games, and the training and athletic
contests the youth engaged in to prepare for them, it is suppos-
able that children were early given every opportunity for whole
some sport. In England for a period during the middle ages
popular games and sports were supported at public expense in

many cities and towns.

Probably never in earlier times were conditions so urgent
for special consideration of this subject. Was there ever a coun
try like ours with so many present and prospective cities of over
100,000 in population, and in which, owing to our industrial sys
tem or modes of employment—children, whether at home, at
school, or at work, are separated from one or both parents much
of the day and frequently part of each night?

No sensible person will dispute the child's right to play.
Children reared without adequate play are abnormal. This may
be proved by observing the appearance of children in the con
gested parts of any city, who, having time for play, cannot for
lack of suitable space ; or by observing the physique or demeanor
of any boy or girl compelled to work from childhood without the
change or joyousness of play.

In this country we must arise to the gravity of the situation.
Nothing we may do will materially arrest the trend cityward.
The modern city is becoming more attractive to the young and
middle aged. So long as it is possible, by any division of labor,
for a multitude of men to live without actual tilling of the soil,
the multitude will make and multiply in the city. Trolley cars
and other cheap rapid transit, with agreeable neighbors and con
venient access to the pleasures and pursuits of the city, may cause
it more rapidly to spread, yet these facilities and opportunities
are but another bid for a larger city. Meanwhile the poor and
unfortunate, the defective, the cripple, the inefficient and the
criminal minded—the heavy particles—will settle and ever con
tinue to settle at the bottom of society and form the congested
district or slum.

The congested or slum district now existing, or surely com-
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ing in all our growing cities, unless preventive measures are
taken, presents a most momentous problem. How to remove or
redeem the slum in the old city, how to prevent it in the new;
how to uplift and maintain the moral standard of the city so that
the rest of the country will not be dragged down—is a problem
worthy of the devoted study of every statesman. Few of our
statesmen give the problem of the city serious attention—they
put off the evil day of reckoning with the degeneracy, discords
and passions of the unregenerate city—they are occupied at the
top of our social-political fabric, apparently not realizing that at
the bottom it is being undermined ; while the more numerous poli
ticians who trade and nourish upon present conditions are un
willing, if not incapable, of understanding this problem. This
much is certain : Whatever is done to improve the old, or to save
the new cities of this country from following past examples of
neglect, must be done from within and not from without. The
country will not save the city, although the city by its numbers
and franchise may destroy the country. Toward measures or
suggestions proposed by the outsider, or coming from the "rural
districts," the urban man is skeptical or incredulous, and often
the friendly countryman is prevented by inexperience or bewil
derment from comprehending the complexity and magnitude of
the problem of right living in our municipalities. If the great
cities are to be saved, or kept from becoming corrupting and
destroying agencies in the whole body politic, they must save
themselves. Those who love to dwell in them must do the work.

Is not the proper birth, growth and training of the child
the beginning and end of this work? If for any reason the par
ent fails to provide sufficient play or recreation to develop the
normal child, the community or the state in self-defense, if for
no other motive, must do so. This failure is absolute justifica
tion for popular interest and State aid to promote the playground
movement.

There is another reason based upon the various sources and
composite character of our population that should appeal with
compelling force to an American. The common schools are the
best present means of fusing the different nationalities into an
American, but this means instead of meeting the increased de
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mand is failing, because numbers of children are not brought
under the democratic influence of these schools—parochial schools,
private schools, the workshop or the streets keep them away. It
is useless to complain of the origin of our people. Once they are
permanently here, it is the duty of good citizens to furnish them
the best environment and example and to mould them into the
highest type of a citizen. The following figures indicate the per
cent, of population of foreign parentage in some of our leading
cities :

Boston _ 71% plus
Chicago 77%

"

Cleveland 75%
"

Milwaukee 82%
"

New York _ 76%
"

San Francisco 70%
"

In Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut more than
one-third is of foreign birth and much more than one-half of
foreign parentage. The increase of foreign parentage in Massa
chusetts from 1896 to 1905 shows a gain of 1,242% from Greece
as against 22% increase from all Saxon and Teutonic lands.

A short time ago, the President of the New York Board of
Aldermen, in an address of welcome, stated the population of

greater New York at four and one-half millions, and then told of
the hundred thousands of Germans and of the hundred thousands

of Italians and of Irish and of one million Jews in that city,—

and after adding these together and making allowance for the
several hundred thousand negroes, who are said to be there, and

for a few Englishmen, Scots, Welch, French, Spaniards, Scandi
navians, Greeks, Roumanians, Bulgarians, Montenegrins, Syri
ans, Armenians, Turks, and for a few more from the remaining
parts of the world, whom we know are there, I was bound to eon-
elude that there was not an American of native stock in New
York, unless he could be found among the novelties at the New
York Hippodrome or among the antiques in a curiosity shop.

But the full use of playgrounds and small parks, with their
accompanying field house, assembly room, library and other equip
ment would cause them soon to become social conters for each



community where young and old would under intelligent social di
rection meet on a common and sympathetic footing, and where
social ideals might he taught, mutual acquaintance and respect
brought about, and the community and civic spirit fostered.
The playground, with its possibilities for child and parent once
attained, would blend and harmonize our diverse population and
develope them into one people with common associations and tra
ditions and a spirit of national unity, competent for self govern
ment.

The practical side of this subject may be divided into
three parts—the getting of playgrounds, their equipment and
supervision, and their control. I prefer to speak mainly of the
first part.

But every playground should be supervised by some one pro
ficient in games and skilled in the direction of boys and girls.
No rigid rule should be laid down for equipment, apparatus or
diversity of uses of playgrounds. The needs of each locality
should largely guide the operation of each one, that is to say:
decide whether field house, swimming pool, tennis courts, dia
monds, swings, teeter boards, sand piles, story telling, garden
plots and various other facilities or instrumentalities for train
ing or amusement are required or may be used to advantage.
For instance, factory girls require different forms of exercise and
amusement from their sisters in the shop or department store.
A visit to the active playgrounds in eastern cities is a revelation
of the many agreeable and useful activities that may be carried
on under intelligent management upon small lots or tracts of
land. For example: On a lot forty feet square, maintained by
Chicago Relief and Aid Society, there were 20,000 visits by chil
dren in one summer.

Concerning control of playgrounds, much may be said, for
much difference of opinion exists whether they should be con
trolled by School Board, Park Board, City Council or go under
joint control. It may be too early now successfully to contend
that a new and distinct body should be created to be known per
haps as the Public Recreation Commission charged by law with
the sole duty of obtaining, equipping and conducting all muni
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eipal or public playgrounds, whether these playgrounds be found
in parks or in connection with school buildings or apart by them
selves. During school hours, of course, the playgrounds connect
ed with the school would of necessity be under the supervision of
the School Board or the regular teachers, but at other times
there can be no practical objection and there certainly is no
legal objection, against placing school and park playgrounds
with other playgrounds under the exclusive jurisdiction of a

separate playground or recreation commission. The objection
to maintaing divided control is that School and Park Boards have
not always been uniformly favorable towards playground exten
sion, and moreover the regular duties appertaining to School and
Park Boards are manifestly ample to engage all the time and
attention most Boards are willing to give or may be able to
spare; besides the task of obtaining, furnishing and managing
an adequate system of playgrounds or recreation or social cen
ters in any of our large growing cities is quite sufficient to war
rant a Board of Recreation Commissioners to accomplish this pur
pose and to engage all the available ability and enthusiasm of
the men and women upon such Board. Whenever the playground
or recreation idea shall have taken deep root in the minds of the
people and the full social and economic value of the idea, prac
tically applied in ample breathing spaces for the people and
playgrounds for the children, shall have been realized, there can
be no doubt that a separate legal body will then be created to
perform these functions. There would then be no friction be
tween the Park Board, School Board, City Council and other
sources of control, no waste, nor duplication of money or energy,
but in obedience to the law which prescribes and defines official
rights and duties, playgrounds for the cities and possibly for the
town and even for the state, would be under one power of control.

But I would like to speak of what is to my mind now of
greater moment, viz.: the mode or plan of getting, in the first
instance, small parks and playgrounds. The preesnt way is do
nation or public purchase. This way, to say the least, is spas
modic and uncertain and has been shown by sad and costly ex
perience not to meet the demand. Perhaps the earliest statute
on this subject is the New York statute passed at the instance of
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Jacob Riis in 1895, which briefly provides that "hereafter no
school house shall be constructed in the city of New York with
out an open air playground attached to or used in connection with
the same." I understand that since the enactment of this law
new buildings have been provided with play room either at the
side, on the roof or in a well ventilated basement. But it must
be a matter of surprise that School Boards anywhere in America,
especially in new cities where land is cheap, would build any
school building without at the same time acquiring ample play
ground, for if there is any place where playgrounds are most
needed, it is adjoining the school were children necessarily con
gregate and have most need for change, recreation and mutual
acquaintance. To quote the forcible language of our strenuous
President: "The building of a school house without playground
is an outrage. ' ' Possibly the New York statute might have been
strengthened by providing that members of School Boards who
failed to obey it should be punished by fine or imprisonment.
While speaking of this statute, it is not too much to say that
members of Park Boards, who, having the power as laws now are
to provide suitable playgrounds, and fail to do so, should be pun
ished to an extent sufficient to make them respond to the dis
charge of this great trust. For ten years the Park Department
of New York chose to doubt their power to establish playgrounds
in any of the parks they were given under the Act of 1887 dis
cretion to acquire. The reason for this suggestion for compulsion
is that parents and all persons interested in the getting of these
places are powerless to get them, except it may be through an
occasional gift, unless through their constituted trustees for this
purpose, viz.: School and Park Boards. Public opinion is grow
ing to exact more faithful discharge of public or official trusts,
even when only financial consideration or single devotion to the
interests of the people is involved. When a generation of chil
dren are brought up in the city, without that which is their right,
and this is due to the fault of omission of those in authority, there
is nothing that can atone for this breach of trust either to the
parents, the children, or to society. The common excuse—that
we used all available funds to build four walls only, or to estab
lish boulevards or maintain a speedway ; or that we did not real
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ize the city was growing so fast; or that there was any special
need for more playgrounds or recreation piers or public baths ;
or that we thought public sentiment favored something else or
favored economy rather than expenditure in this direction—will
not always pass current. There is coming an awakening and
reckoning upon social wants, due to conditions inseparable from
modern cities .as now conducted, like to that upon other matters
of official duty and trust. Our country is pregnant with a civic
conscience.

Massachusetts has lately passed a statute at the instance of
Mr. Joseph Lee, which requires cities of certain size to provide
playgrounds, provided a referendum vote of the people of each
of such cities shall have so ordered. This statute marks a long
step forward to secure by legislation, regularly and not at ran
dom, the playground requirements of each large community.

(Note: Since this address was delivered twenty-three cities
in Massachusetts have voted under the provisions of this law
and in twenty-two of them the vote for compulsory purchase of
playgrounds of suitable size and equipment carried by an over
whelming majority and in the remaining city the adverse majority
was small. Other cities, I understand, are preparing to vote under
this law.)

It may not be known to all of you that our own state two
years ago took an advanced position with respect to this subject
Before the last session of our Legislature a bill was drafted in
tended to secure automatically, as it were, and naturally a future
supply of small parks and playgrounds in our growing cities of
the first and second class. This bill met with immediate favor at
Olympia; was introduced by Mr. Beebe and is known as House
Bill No. 3. No serious objection was made to it in either branch
of the Legislature from its early introduction until its final pass
age near the close of the session. The bill was approved by the
Chamber of Commerce and various other bodies and organiza
tions of this city. The body of the bill as passed is as follows :

"Section 1: No plat of an addition to a city of the first or
second class or other city having a special charter, with suf
ficient population to authorize it to incorporate under the gen
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eral incorporation laws as a city of the first or second class, shall
be filed, accepted or approved unless a plot or plots of ground
not less than one-tenth of the area of the blocks therein platted,
exclusive of the lands set apart for streets and alleys shall be dedi
cated to the public for use as a park or common or for parks or
commons and placed under the control of the city authorities for
such use forever.

"Passed by the House February 21, 1907.
"Passed by the Senate March 1, 1907."

Without warning and to the surprise of every one, Governor
Mead vetoed this bill. The reason assigned by the Governor in
his veto message is that in his opinion the law would be unconsti
tutional and the old case of State of "Washington vs. Moore, 7
Wash. 173, decided in 1893, is cited in support of his opinion,
which case held void a statute requiring county auditors to re
fuse to record deeds unless taxes on the land conveyed were shown
to be paid, upon the ground that such statute was an undue inter
ference with business and in violation of the constitutional guar
anty that no person shall be deprived of property without due
process of law. Now this Moore case was in mind when this bill
was drawn; but first it was not regarded in point, and second, it
was the wish of all concerned in securing this legislation that the
court, the regular tribunal to decide such a question, and not the
executive, should determine the constitutionality of this law.
There is scarcely a law of any importance passed, that is not
open to the claim of unconstitutionality, and the executive may.
if he chooses, check if not defeat almost all legislation on that
ground. But veto power upon this ground alone should be seldom
used, because the courts after argument and mature consideration
are primarily designed and are certainly more competent to de
cide such questions. Our effort now is to secure the passage of
this bill by the incoming Legislature over this unexpected veto.
It is evident that such a law would bring, without reliance

upon private benefaction or public expenditure and as fast as
our municipalities expand, crescents, parks, athletic fields and
playgrounds in all directions. Large parks are useful and very
ornamental, but poor people and children derive very little use
from them. There should be something in the nature of a play
ground within walking distance of every child,—the limit should
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be fixed according to the opinion of student observers on this
point, probably at a quarter or not more than one-half of a mile.
Statistics from Chicago show 71% of playground attendance came
from within a quarter of a mile and 90% from within a distance
of one-half a mile. Dr. Henry S. Curtis says: "Children under
six or seven years of age will not go more than three or four
blocks at the outside to a playground, and many of them not much
more than one." Again it has been shown, whenever observed,
that juvenile delinquency has decreased greater in the region
nearer the playground than farther away, all of which confirms
the claim that playgrounds or small parks should be sprinkled,
as it were, over the city or situated so close together that every
child may avail itself of its use. A probation officer in Phila
delphia stated that during the first three months after the Starr
Garden playground was opened there were only six arrests of
children in that district. Moreover if admitted that playground
is necessary for children, then it follows that it is just as neces
sary for children in one part of the city as in another. If this
law had been passed twenty years ago, how different would be
our situation in this and other large cities of this state.

The principle of this bill is founded upon the proposition
that growing cities are justified, if not obligated, to protect them
selves against subsequent congestion. How may that be done bet

ter than by imposing reasonable restraints upon unoccupied land

when first platted and put on the market at large profit for city
lots? The present law will not allow city lots to be sold until the
plat has been approved and filed for record. Municipal authorities
now exercise the right to prescribe the width of streets and

alleys in new plats. The location of cemeteries, of certain trades
and the use of streams within or near the city are now regulated
by law. After lands are once admitted within the city limits,
either platted or unplatted, public authorities now exercise power

over buildings upon them and largely regulate and limit the
place, manner and character of the use and maintenance of both
real and personal property. The exercise of this power, great as
it is and as annoying to the property owner as it frequently is,
is justified because of conditions peculiar to a city, and is' neces

sary for the public good. A man who lives in the country may in
12



general do as he pleases with his property but this freedom must

practically be surrendered when he chooses to live in the city.

I would like to maintain if possible by argument or by analogy
the validity of such a law but time on this occasion will not per
mit.

It may be said that the land owner gives the additional area
dedicated without compensation. Theoretically that may be so.

This is the case of course with streets and alleys. Many land
owners, if they were permitted, would reduce the width of streets
to the narrowest limits for the sake of selling more lots. But in
fact the land owner adds to the price of the lot the value of the
land dedicated as streets; he would also add to the price of the
lots the value of the additional land required by this law to be
dedicated for parks or commons, and as the lot buyer now pays
his share of the value of the land dedicated for streets and alleys,
he would most willingly pay something additional for the privilege
of living on or near a park or playground. The value then of
such area dedicated for public purposes would not come from
the man Avho plats his acreage into town lots. But in any event
the land owner knows from experience that the necessity of the
city's growth will sooner or later require a portion of the land
which is platted in order to secure normal life for the people or
their children who are often induced by him to buy his lots and
thus add to the size of the city. He knows that proximity to the
city gives his land its great value even as acreage and makes it
possible for him to convert that acreage into lots at an enormous
advance in value. He knows that to the city he owes the main
value of the land and the great profit he derives from its sale in
lots. The owner then who plats the land into lots, should be the
last one to object that the city or state is without power to pre
scribe reasonable regulations upon the plan and extent of the
platted land. In what respect is the owner of unplatted land

)

within the city or he who seeks to bring his land into the city on
a superior footing as to laws or regulations affecting his property
or business, than the lot purchaser who immediately builds upon
this platted land subject at once to almost innumerable regula
tions and interferences by law or public authorities as to loca
tion, foundation, kind and character of building, its material
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and construction, all of which frequently adds to the cost of the
building or limits the use of the man's property and interferes
from a selfish standpoint with his business, and without compen
sation except that found in public good. The right and oppor
tunity of sale of lots at a profit made by the city might well be
held compensation for reasonable area required to be dedicated
for public parks or commons.

It may be said that the requirement of one-tenth, exclusive
of streets and alleys, is too much. In the beautiful city of Edin-
burg, more than one-tenth is already taken up in parks and open
spaces and even that city is looking into the modern meaning of
the playground movement. In several of the model towns and
cities now being laid out in England and on the Continent, as
much as one-sixth of the total area is set apart for parks, play
grounds and recreation purposes.

To remodel a city is expensive. The necessities should be
planned for in advance. If the Washington playground bill is
not a valid and valuable measure to that end, let some other one
be speedily enacted before all the country is divided into town
lots. The state must possess inherent power to enable its growing
cities to guard against consequences of congestion.

The favor with which this Washington playground bill was
received in the East may be seen in the remarks of Mr. Jacob
Riis in "Charities and The Commons" of March and April this
year where Mr. Riis refers to the pendency of it

,

and after being
informed of its veto expresses his regret with the hope that the
bill may become a law notwithstanding the veto ; and also by the
following letter to the speaker from Mr. Joseph Lee under date
April 21st of this year .

"I was glad to see the other day in Charities that a law had
been proposed in Washington which will put it in the lead of all
the states, and I believe of all countries, in playground legislation.
The bill, although it will make Washington a pioneer, is not more
radical than will soon be generally adopted. People are beginning
to see that play is as necessary to a child's development as work
or school. It simply represents the process by which he be
comes a man. It is a part of nature's law of growth—as natural
as that buds should open or flowers turn toward the sun. A
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town or city that does not provide a place for its children to play
does not provide them an opportunity to grow up, or at least not
to grow up without coming in conflict with the law.
"I am glad to see that there is a race between Washington

and Massachusetts to see which shall make the highest mark in
establishing this necessary means of education."

Quite recently Judge Lindsey of Colorado, wrote to a friend
of his in Olympia regarding this bill as follows :

"I think such a law is a beginning, and a general movement
in that direction, and I hope you will try again. I believe that
it is due the public and you can count me as being with you in
all such efforts. I believe that under the police power of the
state, providing for the health and comfort of the public, such
a statute could be sustained, and we must get together and make
a test of it. It would be a very unique and interesting case. The
public is entitled to some consideration for its health and comfort
in these days of congested population, and I think one of the
greatest legal arguments ever made could be made in favor of
such a law and one of the greatest decisions ever rendered ought
to follow. I think your views on the legal side of the case are
sound. I have received no letter and no bill in a long time that
appeals to me so much, and it was good of you to write me."
This bill also met with much favorable consideration at the

second annual Congress of the National Playground Association.

Let us therefore not give up the passage of this bill. Let the
court pass upon its constitutionality. If peradventure the law
should be declared void, let us prepare another not open to the
same objection. Better do something than nothing. Let us de
vote no less thought and endeavor to remedial measures but far
more to constructive legislation, ever bearing in mind that in new
cities and states the latter should come first.

What is being done for this cause in Seattle? This question
is of interest to the entire state| We are fairly started in get
ting several playgrounds. I seriously doubt whether provisions
sufficient for our future needs are being made. Now is the ac
cepted time. It is reasonable to suppose that our School Board
-will not hereafter construct school houses without playgrounds of
ample size, or with less than a minimum space of 30 square feet
for each pupil. But this minimum is taken from London, where
space has been at a premium long before many of our own cities
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were ever thought of. For this reason in the newer American
city, especially on the Pacific Coast, the London rule should not
be followed as a minimum, but a larger minimum should be pre
scribed. Yet it is a surprise to many people to know how well
supplied London is with parks, commons, both great and small,
public and private squares, crescents and playgrounds. Our
Park Board is supposed to be following the plan laid out by Olm
sted Brothers and adopted by the City Council in October, 1903,
but it may be open to question whether our Board has shown any
undue haste in providing thep laygrounds recommended by Olm
sted Brothers and approved by the City Council. The report rec
ommended eight playgrounds and one recreation pier or bay-front
park. The report on this point says:

"In these last four cases it is important to act promptly, as
otherwise it will become hereafter a very costly matter to pro
vide playgrounds for these districts, which are comparatively
remote from other park advantages, and which will before long
become densely populated by a class of people for whom the city
ought to provide playgrounds."

A little waterfront park with all water rights at the foot of
Battery Street or Denny Way is urged. Again the report says,
returning to the subject of playgrounds:

"Three playgrounds should also be secured at this time.
* * * These three playgrounds are especially needed now be
cause they are close to or surrounded by a large population of a
class most requiring such playgrounds and because these sites
are now vacant, but are likely to be occupied by dwellings with
in a few years, if not soon secured."
Mr. Olmsted in a later report says:

"It would be a matter of economy for Seattle to make a loan
of two or three million dollars for an adequate system, instead
of dribbling in small amounts as at present. * * * When I
was in the city in 1903 lands that are now needed by the Park
Commission could have been purchased for at least one-third of
their cost today. * * * No one believes Seattle is going to
stop. As the population increases the value of lands will surely
increase at an even greater rate. Children's playgrounds and rec
reation parks, with baseball and tennis fields, are included in
the plan to be submitted to the city authorites."

In his report to our sister city of Portland, Mr. Olmsted says :
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"Ground should be purchased in those sections which are
likely to be filled up most rapidly in order that provision may be
made for playgrounds for the children. Nothing is more needed
at present than these playgrounds. These should receive first
attention; the construction of the boulevard and the extension of
Park and West Streets should come later."

Our city should avoid the errors and observe the experience
of the past. New York has been forced to expend millions when
thousands would have been sufficient years ago for the same pur
pose. Twelve years elapsed between the time of the recommenda
tion for an open space at Mulberry Bend before condemnation
proceedings were ended and the place was dedicated to public
use. Chicago has spent during the last ten years for these pur
poses more than $11,000,000. San Francisco last December pur
chased a playground site for the North Beach section at a cast of
over $243,000. If Central Park of New York City were to be
bought at the present time it is estimated its cost would be over
$500,000,000. St. Louis in 1840 bought Washington Square of six
acres for $25,000 and in 1906 Yeatman Square of less than three
and one-half acres for $40,000.

Here is a slight idea of the cost of a partial attempt to re
move congestion in a great city. These figures relate to cost of
land only and are taken from New York.

Cost

De Witt Clinton Playground, 7 acres plus $1,273,000

Hamilton Fish Park Playground, nearly 4 acres 1,719,000

Seward Park Playground, nearly 3 acres 1,811,000

McLaughlin Park Playground, nearly 3 acres 486,000

At great expense New York has nine recreation piers, at
which the estimated attendance for a period of eighteen weeks in
1907 was 4,000,000 people. Also New York has eleven floating and
eight interior public baths, at which the attendance for the last
year was over 3,000,000 people. Our city is yet without either
recreation pier or public bath. It may be said we do not yet
actually need them in operation. Granting that this may be so,
—we shall need them and we should now provide sites. We all
remember the opposition made to the purchase of Woodland Park
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on the ground of distance and of cost. "Who today would deny
the wise foresight of that purchase ? Ravenna Park should belong
to Seattle. Our punishment should be a monument of perpetual
disgrace if this most beautiful natural park be lost to posterity.
We are trustees for the unborn millions who will live and die
within the limits of greater Seattle. These millions cannot com
plain of our neglect but they will suffer the consequences of it.

Meanwhile in this city while we are halting over the question
of expense in our efforts to secure even a skeleton system of muni
cipal playgrounds or recreation centers, why not have various
streets or portions of them set apart for the use of children?
Under the present law the Park Board is authorized to designate
to the City Council any street or highway which it may desire to
have selected as a park drive, park way or boulevard; but no
reference is made to selection for playground purposes. If the
law is not now broad enough for this end, let it be amended so
that the City Council or Park Board may be authorized to set
apart temporarily or until traffic needs become urgent, various
streets or parts of streets for children's playground ; or let certain
streets, in the discretion of the proper authorities, be closed to
heavy traffic or to driving faster than a walk.

Finally, it is not doubted that virtually the entire success of
the playground movement in this country has been due to the
initiative and encouragement given it by associations under vari
ous names having this movement for their principal purpose.
Most of them are known as the Playground Association of their
respective cities. Sometimes they acquire and operate a model
playground in order to interest the people and educate the public
officials until such time as the city adopts and goes forward with
some approved plan of acquiring an adequate playground system.
Other associations confine themselves almost wholly to educative
and directional work and in support of any effort put forth by
the city. They co-operate with the Playground Association of
America.

It is the wish of many people of this city that such an asso
ciation should be started here and in each of the cities of this
state. I believe there is one already formed in Spokane. Let
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us not be backward in Seattle, where although much has been
done, much more is needed.

I venture therefore to suggest that this Conference :
First and foremost: Favor a state law requiring in plain

terms the purchase of ample playground with the erection of any
new school building.

Second: Favor the passage by the incoming Legislature of
the Playground Bill over the Governor's veto.

Third: Recommend the formation in the chief cities in our
state of Playground Associations.

AUSTIN E. GRIFFITHS.
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